
 
Task List # 7 

Here’s a list of task goals for the week. We ask you to use a clicker or marker word “yes”  to 
mark the behaviour or effort to perform task/command. 

1.Get Dressed: Pup sticks his head through vest to be put on 
Hold vest opening with one hand, with other hold a treat in front of vest opening and lure pup through with 
treat. As he sticks his head through, say “Get dressed!” and release treat when his head is fully through 
then “yes!” or <click> and reward. 

2. Crate: Pup enters crates 
 This is similar to ‘on your bed’. Start by throwing treats into the crate and say “crate!” Do this 
about 10 times. Next, just say “crate” once and wait. As soon as pup looks, sniffs, or steps inside of crate, 
“yes!” and toss a treat inside. Do this about 10 more times. Last, say “crate” and wait silently. Wait until all 
four paws are in crate before rewarding.  

3. Get [the/your]: This is the start of directing pup to retrieve a certain item. Like they leash, or  set of 
keys. Start adding names to objects you would like pup to get. 

This is easy to start with a set of keys. If you have a fuzzy toy or something attached that is easy 
to pick up it makes it easier for pup. You can also start playing fetch with pup’s leash and say “get your 
leash!”.  

4. Off: This is a command for pup to move his body (especially if his paws are up) 
Anytime you need pup to move, say “off” and toss a treat away. 

5. Paws Up: This one is fun for pup! This is for pup to put his paws up either on a step, stool, chair, 
counter, etc. If pup needs to place something on a checkout counter, or get something down for their 
handler. 

With a treat and a short stool, book, stair step, or chair, lure pup and encourage them to step up 
onto object and say “paws up!” As soon as pup makes any effort to stand on hind feet, “yes!” or <click> 
and reward! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


